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far to insist oa her own guilt. I will ask you, therefore, to
say nothing, when The Maid is brought before us, of these
stealings of horses, and dancings round fairy trees with the
village children, and prayings at haunted wells, and a dozen
other things which you were diligently inquiring into until
nay arrival There is not a village girl in France against
whom you could not prove such things ; they all dance
round haunted trees, and pray at magic wells. Some of
them would steal the Pope's horse if they got the chance.
Heresy, geiitlemen, heresy is the charge we have to try. The
detection and suppression of heresy is my peculiar business :
1 am here as an inquisitor, not as an ordinary magistrate.
Stick to the heresy, gentlemen ; and leave the other matters
alone.
cauchon. I may say that we have sent to the girl's
village to make inquiries about her, and there is practically
nothing serious against her.
I [rising and] XT ,, .        .	,    -
the chaplain J	lathing senolls* my lord—
courcelles   1 f^/^    What !  The fairy tree not—
cauchon [out of patience] Be silent, gentlemen ; or
speak one at a time.'
Courcelks collapses into his chair, intimidated.
the chaplain [sulkily resuming his seat] That Is what
Tie Maid said to us last Friday.
cauchon. I wish you had followed her counsel, sir.
When I say nothing serious, I mean nothing that men of
sufficiently large mind to conduct an inquiry like this would
consider serious, I agree with my colleague the Inquisitor
that it Is on the count of heresy that we must proceed,
ladvenu [a young but ascetically fine-drawn Dominican
who is sitting next Courcelks, on his right] But is there any
great harm In the girl's heresy ? Is it not merely her sim-
plicity ? Many saints have said as much as Joan.
THE inquisitor [dropping his Uandness and speaking very
gravely] Brother Martin : if you had seen what I have seen

